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Game of Skill Survey Conditions of Entry 

Camping Holiday Expo Terms and Conditions

Important Update: 13 February 2019 - The winner of our Newcastle Game of Skill Survey for a $200 Campersat 
Voucher was Heather Steffen who nominated Barn Hill in WA as the “Perfect location with crystal clear water 
where red cliffs meet white sand”. Congratulations Heather!

Win a $200 Campersat Voucher for your creative response 

1. The promoter is Videosat Pty Ltd ACN 001 258 902 (“Campersat”).
2. Entry is open to Australian residents only who are at least 18 years of age, except

directors, management and employees of Campersat.
3. The competition commences at 9:00am (AEST) on 7 February 2019 and closes at

4:00pm (AEST) on the 10 February 2019.
4. To enter this competition, entrants must provide an answer to the question “What

is your favourite Australian travel destination and why?” in 25 words or less. The
completed answer must be submitted via the Entry Box at the Campersat Stand at
the Newcastle Caravan Camping Holiday Expo.

5. You may enter only once. Entries must be placed on 10 February 2019 in the
Entry Box before 4:00pm (AEST).

6. The prize is a $200 Campersat Gift Voucher. The total value of the promotion is
$200. Prizes are not redeemable for cash and are transferrable to any other
person.

7. This is a game of skill and chance plays no part in determining the prize winner.
8. For the purposes of awarding the prize, judges from Campersat and/or their

agency will review the entries to determine the most original, creative and unique
‘25 words or less’ answer. The judges will then select in its sole discretion, the
prize winner. This will take place at Campersat, 29 Station Street Thornleigh NSW
2120 at 11:00AM (AEST) on Tuesday, 12 of February 2019. The judges’ decision
is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

9. Campersat reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to verify the validity of entries
and to disqualify any entrant for tampering with the entry process or by
submitting an entry that is not in accordance with these Conditions of Entry.

10. The information entrants provide Campersat may be provided to contractors it engages
to assist in conducting this competition or communicating with the entrant.

11. All entries remain the property of Campersat.
12. The winner will be notified via email and phone within 24 hours of being selected and

their name and details will be published on our website and all entrants will be notified
the result via email. The prize will be distributed within 7 days of selection. Prizes must
be claimed before the expiry of 3 months from the publishing of the results. If a prize is
not claimed by this date, Campersat will provide the prize to the next eligible winner.
Campersat retains all entrant records and prizes.
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14. Entries are deemed to be received at the time of receipt into the Entry Box.
Campersat is not responsible for receipt of incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete
information or by any technical error that may occur in the course of
administration of this competition. Campersat assumes no responsibility for any
error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission,
communications line failure, theft or destruction or unauthorized access to or
alteration of entries. Campersat takes no responsibility for lost, damaged,
misdirected or illegible entries.

15. Campersat and its associated agencies and companies shall not be liable for any
loss (including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss), damage,
personal injury or death which is suffered or sustained (including, but not limited
to that arising from any person’s negligence) in connection with this competition
or accepting or using the prize/s, except for any liability which cannot be
excluded by law (in which case that liability is limited to the minimum allowable
by law).

16. Participation in this competition constitutes acceptance of these terms.




